Cloud Computing Research Topics

- Resources for cloud computing
- Security within the cloud
- Cloud platform as a service
- Cloud development strategies
- Testing within the cloud
- Frameworks for cloud APIs
- How to negotiate service level agreements
- Monitoring and managing the cloud
- The economics of cloud computing
- Business intelligence through the cloud
- Application development in the cloud
- Backup options for the cloud
- Infrastructure and network planning
- SOA development
- Business model options for cloud providers
- Provision of CRM services
- WAN computing in the cloud
- Collocation services for data centers
- Linux for cloud computing
- Test and development data quality
- Using Oracle within the cloud
- Cloud computing with VMware
- Development of Windows Azure
- SAP and alternatives in the cloud
- VAR cloud computing
- Reliability of cloud storage
- Providing software as a service within the cloud
• Enterprise application integration
• Creating a private infrastructure
• Cloud development and evolution
• Managing cloud costs
• Standards and compliance for the cloud
• Data security within cloud applications
• Strategy for applying IaaS
• Infrastructure planning for the cloud
• Case studies of cloud computing

If you want to find more ideas, click here!